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Abstract— The scarcity of spectrum resource in future wireless
networks has inspired the demand of dynamic spectrum
management (DSM). This paper investigates a cell based dynamic
spectrum management (CBDSM) scheme to enhance the spectrum
utilization and maximize the profit of operators for cognitive
networks. In this scheme, the economic factor of the spectrum is
taken into account in order to guarantee the rationality for
spectrum trading. Especially, we focus on the interference
mitigation method, which is considered as a fundamental issue for
applying DSM to wireless systems. As a potential tool for promoting
the distributed autonomous radio resource optimization algorithms,
game theory is applied in the DSM scheme to investigate a win-win
solution for spectrum trading between RATs. The simulation results
reveal that the proposed CBDSM scheme improves the spectrum
utilization and the profit of operators while effectively mitigating
mutual interference between wireless networks.
Keywords—dynamic spectrum management; game theory;
cognitive radio; interference; bargaining patience;
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I.

INTRODUCTION

IRELESS world has witnessed great evolution during
the past few years, resulting in more and more attractive
RATs that spread over cellular networks, wireless
local/metropolitan area networks, and digital broadcast networks.
Meanwhile, the tremendous demand for spectrum resource has
inspired several researches on designing a reasonable DSM
scheme to optimize the spectrum resource efficiency and
enhance the operator’s profit.
Being the evolution version of software defined radio (SDR)
technology, the concept of end-to-end reconfiguration [1]
enables the mobile terminals as well as the base stations to
change the spectrum bandwidth so as to transmit wireless signal
under different spectrum ranges. The capabilities of working at
different bandwidth facilitate the possibilities of applying DSM
to wireless systems. In parallel with this development of
reconfiguration technology, the concept of DSM is expected to
be a very promising approach to improve the spectrum utilization
so as to provide as much services as possible to users.
In the past few years, several efforts have been made on the
research of DSM issues. The concept, algorithms and the benefit
of DSM in terms of spectrum efficiency have been promoted [2-3].
Several DSM algorithms have been put forward [4-5], yet they
haven’t jointly considered the technical and the economical issues,
which are essential for applying DSM in real systems, especially
for multi-operator scenarios. In [6], a DSM scheme has been
proposed based on game theory. However, this DSM scheme only
considers single-cell network scenarios. In multiple-cell network

scenarios, wireless networks suffer from the strong inter-system
interference brought by DSM. Consequently, it can’t deal with the
DSM in practical networks. Moreover, little research efforts have
been made on the interference mitigation method, which is a
fundamental issue for applying DSM to real wireless systems.
This paper investigates a CBDSM scheme based on market
competition and cooperation principles. Three contributions have
been made in this paper. First, we propose the system architecture
supporting CBDSM scheme. Second, we promote an interference
mitigation method to mitigate the inter-system interference
between networks. Third, we bring forward the trading algorithm
between networks by applying Rubinstein-Stahl bargaining model
in game theory. In addition, we evaluate the proposed CBDSM
scheme by using extensive simulation. The results reveal that the
CBDSM scheme not only enhances the spectrum efficiency and
the operator’s profit but also effectively mitigates the inter-system
interference brought by DSM in wireless networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We begin with
Section II by introducing the system architecture and related
concepts. Next, the inter-system interference mitigation method
for CBDSM is set forth in Section III. We bring forward the
implementation of CBDSM scheme in Section IV. The
simulation for the CBDSM scheme is demonstrated in Section V.
Finally, we make conclusions in Section VI.
II. CBDSM SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system architecture of CBDSM is shown in Fig.1, in
which several heterogeneous RATs co-exist. Especially, several
new modules are designed to support the CBDSM scheme.
The spectrum market shown in Fig.1, which is originated from
the concept of the real market, is a logical spot where RAT cells
fulfill the spectrum transaction with the others. In the spectrum
market, some RAT cells, which have spare spectrum owing to
the low traffic load, can lease out the spare spectrum to
maximize their spectrum efficiency and profit. On the contrary,
if RAT cells are in need of spectrum, they can rent spectrum
from the spare ones. Therefore, the spectrum market includes
leasing RAT cells as the sellers, renting RAT cells as the
consumers, and spectrum as the goods for transactions.
Indeed, the demand for spectrum varies over time, following
RAT cell’s traffic evolution. In our scheme, each RAT cell is
assumed to have a traffic estimator (TE) module, which is
responsible for traffic load prediction. There are several traffic
load prediction algorithms can be adopted for traffic estimators,
such as history value scheme, current value scheme, etc [2].
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(2)
φ ji (∆f ,Pj ,Pi ) ≤ ∆d ji
where Pi and Pj are the transmission power of the two antennas.
The constraint functions, φij and φji , are different depending on
the characteristics of the power spectrum of the RATi and the
RATj. The first constraint is to mitigate the interference from
RATj to RATi while the second constraint is to mitigate the
interference from RATi to RATj. These constraint functions are
supposed to be known by IAs.

∆f

Fig.1. CBDSM system architecture

The spectrum transaction may bring the extra interference of
inter-systems [7]. In order to guarantee the low inter-system
interference, the interference analyzer (IA) evaluates the
interference brought by spectrum trading between renting RAT
cells and leasing RAT cells and decides whether to process the
transaction based on specific criteria for the mutual interference.
We assume that all RATs are cognitive radio networks, which
can observe the outside world as introduced by J. Mitola [8]. The
outside world in DSM corresponds to the spectrum resource
environment. With the support of cognitive radio functionalities,
RAT cells could obtain all the necessary information for
spectrum trading. This trading information is supposed to be
known by trading agents (TAs), which then fulfill the transaction
through negotiating with other TAs. Moreover, these TAs should
make a series of decisions before the negotiation, such as which
spectrum portion to be rented or leased, from which to rent
spectrum, at what price can rent or lease spectrum, etc.
As mentioned in previous works [2-3], spectrum trading
should carry out periodically. Supposed that the DSM period is
T, then the set of time for spectrum trading is τ={τ1, τ2,…τn,
τn+1…}, in which the time interval between τk and τk+1 is T. If a
renting RAT cells rent a piece of spectrum for the (τk+1, τk+2) time
period, it could use the spectrum portion to provide services in
that time. However, the spectrum portion should be returned to
the leasing RAT cells at the end of the (τk+1, τk+2) time period [3].

III. CBDSM INTERFERENCE MITIGATION
A. Inter-system Interference
The application of DSM leads to the extra-interference in
networks as they suffer from inter-system interference besides
intra-system interference and thermal noise. Fig.3 shows the
inter-system interference between two single-channel RAT cells.
The interference between a renting RAT cell and a leasing
RAT cell depends on their transmission power, power spectrum
density characteristics, the spectrum interval between their
channels, and the distance between the two antennas. Suppose
that the distance between the two antennas of RATi and RATj is
∆d and the spectrum interval between the two channels is ∆f,
then the distance and spectrum interval should satisfy some
constraint in order to guarantee low mutual interference for the
two RATs as below.
(1)
φij (∆f ,Pi ,Pj ) ≤ ∆dij

∆d

Fig.2. Inter-system interference

According to (1) and (2), when the transmission power and
spectrum of the RATi and the RATj is given, in order to
guarantee low mutual interference for the two RATs, then the
distance between the two antennas should be more than a
minimum value as in (3), which is calculated in IAs.
(3)
∆d min = max {∆dij ,∆d ji }
In multi-channel scenario, IAs should analyze all channel pairs
of the two systems. IAs obtain the minimum distance ∆dmin
between the two RATs for each channel pairs, composing a
∆dmin set. To guarantee the interference performance for the
RATs, the minimum distance should be satisfied for all of the
channel pairs. Thus, the final minimum distance between the two
RATs should be the maximum value of the ∆dmin set.
B. CBDSM interference mitigation
To satisfy the minimum distance requirement, leasing sides may
have to release spectrum in several cells. As shown in Fig.3, when
the cellx of RATj rents a piece of spectrum from RATi, a set of cells
in RATi, i.e. {Cellk: k=6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17}, should release
the spectrum. Thus, the spectrum trading doesn’t simply carry out
between a renting TA and a leasing TA, but between a renting TA
and a leasing TA set. If any of the cells can not release that spectrum
due to the high traffic load, the spectrum trading will be rejected as
the mutual interference of the renting RAT cell and the leasing RAT
cells doesn’t satisfy the minimum requirements.

Fig. 3. CBDSM interference mitigation method

It is noticed that renting requests from renting TAs should
contain the planned transmission power and geographical
position of their antennas. This position and power information
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enables the leasing TAs to verify the minimum distance
condition between the renting and leasing RAT cells. By this
mechanism, it can restrain the interferences between the renting
RAT cells and leasing RAT cells under an acceptable degree.
IV. SPECTRUM TRADING SCHEME
A. Trading model
If the leasing TA set meets the demand of the renting TA, both
sides will negotiate to reach an agreement for the spectrum
trading. Thanks to the functionalities of cognitive radio, TAs can
obtain the necessary information for spectrum trading. Therefore,
the negotiation between renting TAs and leasing TA set can be
considered as a dynamic game with complete information [6].
We adopt Rubinstein-Stahl (R-S) [9] for the spectrum trading.

piece of profit in the negotiation. Due to the impatience of both
players, there will be a final agreement accepted by both sides.
B. Bargaining patience
In R-S bargaining model, the patience affects the negotiation
process of both sides. As in real market, the patience depends on
the value of that spectrum portion to the both sides. However,
this value of spectrum to both sides varies over time following
the traffic load evolution. Therefore, the patience of RAT cells
changes over time, and should be non-uniform for all RAT cells.
In addition, the patience should be nonsymmetrical for renting
and leasing sides.
1) Spectrum value
RAT cells utilize spectrum to provide services to users and
gain profit. Therefore, the spectrum value of RAT cells depends
on their traffic load. To participate in spectrum trading, RAT
cells should predict the traffic load, and then evaluate their
spectrum value. Assumed a RAT cell with total spectrum of B,
then a spectrum portion S will have an estimated value as follows
Lα ,
(5)
VS =
S
B

where L is the estimated traffic load, α is the profit per unit load.

Fig. 4.DSM negotiation model

Suppose that a renting TA needs to rent S (Hertz) from a
leasing TA set, then the renting TA will use the spectrum portion
to provide services and obtain a profit of V. As the spectrum is
rented from leasing TA set, the profit V should be shared with
the leasing TA set. Therefore, the renting TA and leasing TA set
have to negotiate to reach an agreement. The negotiation is
considered as a bargaining process between the renting TA and
leasing TA set, which are also called two players of the
bargaining game. The negotiation model is shown in Fig.4.
Considering V as a “cake” of size 1, the two players will
bargain over the division of the cake. The set of the possible
agreement is
(4)
X = {(xR ,xL ) ∈ R 2 : xR ≥ 0, xL ≥ 0 and xR +xL =1} ,

where xR and xL are the proportion of the cake divided for the
renting and leasing sides respectively.
The two players participate in DSM for maximizing their
profit, thus they expect to gain as much proportion of the cake as
possible. The bargaining process is as follows. In the first round,
the renting TA announces an agreement (xR1, xL1). If the leasing
TA set accepts the offer, then bargaining game is over, and the
agreement is reached. Otherwise, the offer is rejected, and the
game passes to the next round. In this round, leasing TA set
proposes an agreement (xR2, xL2) for renting TA decide to accept
or reject. The game will be over if the renting TA accepts the
proposed agreement while it will go to next round if the renting
TA chose to reject. The game goes in this manner until both
players reach an agreement.
In addition, the above R-S bargaining model is called
impatient bargaining model. The renting and leasing sides have
their own patience, which is denoted by δR and δL for the renting
and leasing sides respectively. The patient player will get larger

2) Renting side patience
In the renting TAs, the spectrum value expresses their demand
for spectrum. If the spectrum value of a RAT cell grows up, it
predicates that the RAT cell can gain much profit. Obviously, the
RAT cell greatly needs spectrum to provide services and obtain
profit. As a result, it lacks patience in bargaining. Thus, we can
consider the patience of renting sides as a monotonous
decreasing function of their spectrum value. Moreover, in R-S
model, the patience is from zero to one. Therefore, we can define
the conditions for patience functions of renting TAs as follows
S
dδ R (VRent
)
(6)
< 0, δ (0) = 1, δ (∞) = 0 ,
R

S
dVRent

R

where VSRent is the value of the spectrum portion of renting TAs.
Any functions satisfying the above condition could be the
patience function of renting TAs. In this paper, we adopt the
following function for the patience of renting TAs
δ R ( x) = 1 −

e µ x − e− µ x ,
e µ x + e− µ x

(7)

where µ is a renting patience (RP) coefficient.
3) Leasing side patience
Each member of the leasing TA set has their own estimated
value of the spectrum portion they have to release for the renting
TA. The spectrum value of the leasing TA set should be the sum
of the spectrum value of all the leasing TAs.
If a leasing TA set has a high spectrum value, it will expect to
obtain more proportion of the “cake”. Therefore, it will be more
patient in the negotiation. We can consider the patience factor as
a monotonous increasing function of the spectrum value.
Moreover, the patience factor is from zero to one in R-S model.
Thus, the conditions of patience function of leasing TAs are
S
dδ L (VLease
)
(8)
> 0, δ (0) = 0, δ (∞ ) = 1 ,
S

where V
set.

S
dVLease

Lease

L

L

is the value of the spectrum portion of leasing TA
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Any functions satisfying the above conditions could be the
patience function for the leasing sides. In this paper, we adopted
the function as follows for the leasing TA set
δ L ( x) =

eλ x − e − λ x ,
eλ x + e−λ x

(9)

where λ is a leasing patience (LP) coefficient.
C. DSM profit sharing
In R-S model, there exists a unique Nash Equilibrium for the
bargaining game. After several rounds of bargaining, both sides
will finally come to an agreement. According the Nash
Equilibrium in the R-S model, this final agreement will be as
following.
 1 − δ L δ R (1 − δ L )  ,
(10)
x* , x* =
,

(

R

L

)


 1 − δ Rδ L


1 − δ Rδ L 

Notes that our trading model is a complete information
bargaining game, this final result of the game should be
calculated in both sides, but not through the real negotiation
between them so as to decrease the signaling overhead as well as
excessive workload of the bargaining process.
As discussed in the previous parts, the profit that renting TAs
gain by utilizing the renting spectrum portion will be shared
between both sides according to the above agreement. This profit
sharing process is realized when the DSM period is expired and
the renting side has to return the renting spectrum portion to the
leasing side.

V. SIMULATION AND EVALUATION
A. Simulation scenario
We assume an area overlapped by four wireless networks, in
which GSM1, GSM2 and UMTS include 14 cells, and the DVB-T
includes only 1 cell. The frequency reuse factor is 7 for the two
GSM systems and 1 for UMTS system while there is no
frequency reuse in DVB-T system as it has only one cell in our
simulation scenario. The total spectrum bandwidth of the two
GSM, UMTS and DVB-T system is 7, 15 and 24 MHz
respectively. Other parameters for simulation are listed in Table I.
In our simulation, we compared the CBDSM scheme to fixed
spectrum management (FSM) scheme. The simulation was run
for a day (24 hours).
TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameters

GSM1

GSM2

WCDMA

DVB-T

Transmission power (dbm)

43

43

43

60

Cell radius (m)

577

577

577

1750

Channel bandwidth B (Mhz)

0.2

0.2

5

8

Unit traffic load profit α

2

2

3

1

RP coefficient λ

1

LP coefficient µ

5

Temperature (K)

290

Noise factor (dB)

4

Antenna gain (dB)

4

DSM time period T (min)

30

The spectrum mask applied in our study is specified in 3GPP
05.05 [11], 3GPP 25.104 [12] and ETSI EN 302 [13] for GSM,
UMTS and DVB-T systems respectively. Moreover, to evaluate

the interference, we adopt the path loss model recommended in
3GPP 25.942 [10] as follows.
(11)
Los(dB) = 15.3 + 36.7lg (d (m)) .
In this study, we adopt a prediction scheme that combines
history value prediction and linear regression prediction with two
past samples. The estimated and practical load of GSM, UMTS,
and DVB-T cell is shown in Fig.6. The curves of traffic load of
GSM and UMTS is based on Almeida [14] while the curves of
DVB traffic load is from Kiefl [15].

B. Results and evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the CBDSM, firstly, we
investigate the gains in terms of profit in GSM, UMTS and
DVB-T as shown in Fig.6. It is obvious that the CBDSM greatly
improves the profit of all systems. In the time period from 8th to
16th, where the traffic load in GSM1, GSM2, and UMTS is high,
many of the GSM and UMTS cells have to rent spectrum, thus
the improvement is extremely high for all networks.
In addition, CBDSM provides an average profit improvement
of 11%, 10%, 8%, and 5% for GSM1, GSM2, UMTS and DVB-T
respectively compared to FSM. Especially, in high traffic load
time periods, these improvements are significantly high, which
are 30%, 30%, 25% and 42% respectively.
Next, we demonstrate the interference performance in these
systems. In this study, we simulated the C/I of each carrier at any
position in all the systems. The distribution of C/I can illustrate
the interference performance in these networks. Fig.7 shows the
distribution of C/I value in GSM1, GSM2 and UMTS systems in
FSM and CBDSM scheme. Though there is extra interference in
CBDSM scheme, the interference increment is slightly and
doesn’t affect the reliable communication in these networks.
In GSM1 and GSM2, all the C/I in FSM scheme is more
superior to 20 dB while 1.5% of C/I is lesser than 20 dB in
CBDSM scheme. This 1.5% of C/I takes the value from 11 dB to
20 dB in GSM1 and from 12 dB to 20 dB in GSM2. However, the
C/I is enough to guarantee the reliable communication, as the
required C/I for reliable communication is 9 dB in GSM
networks. Generally, the distribution function of C/I in CBDSM
is slightly more than that of FSM as shown in Fig.7a and Fig.7b.
In UMTS, the distribution of C/I is almost the same in
CBDSM and FSM scheme as shown in Fig.7c. At C/I of larger
than –1dB, distribution function of C/I in CBDSM scheme is a
little more than that of FSM scheme. This illuminates that there
are slight increments in CBDSM scheme. In addition, as there is
only one cell, DVB-T network has to release the spectrum
portion once it leases out to any renting sides. Therefore,
CBDSM brings almost no extra interference to DVB-T network.
Finally, we investigate the spectrum efficiency, which
represents the ratio of the utilized spectrum and the total
spectrum of a network. The utilized spectrum includes the
spectrum to deliver service to users, and the spectrum leasing to
other RAT cells. The simulation results are shown in Fig.8. It is
obviously that the CBDSM scheme greatly enhances the
spectrum efficiency, especially in DVB-T and UMTS system.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a CBDSM scheme for cognitive
radio networks. The system architecture and the functional
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modules supporting the scheme have been brought forward.
Moreover, we put forward the inter-system interference
mitigation method for spectrum trading. The implementation of
the CBDSM based on R-S bargaining model has been set forth
enabling the spectrum trading between wireless networks. The
results reveal that the CBDSM scheme not only improves the
spectrum efficiency and operator’ profit, but also effectively
mitigates the interference among wireless systems.
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